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Role of SDAC in Clinical Trials

The Statistical Data Analysis Center (SDAC) at the University of Wisconsin performs interim analyses of evolving clinical trial data for review by independent data monitoring committees (DMCs). During the course of a clinical trial utilizing independent data monitoring, we produce reports for review by the group of experts making up the DMC—typically physicians with expertise in the research area of the clinical trial, and one or two statisticians. Since a primary purpose of interim data monitoring is to ensure the safety of the subjects in the trial, these reports must necessarily present a large amount of information in a manner that facilitates rapid review. In contrast to the typical interim monitoring reports dominated by tables and listings, SDAC produces graphics-intensive reports with supporting tables and listings located after the main material.

The capabilities of R to produce high-quality customized graphics and integrate easily with other software tools enable us to produce interim monitoring reports with a high level of automation. We currently use and continue to develop an R package based on the traditional R graphics package, in conjunction with the SAS® System and freely available Unix tools such as LaTeX to produce our reports.

Sample Report Page

The following panel shows a typical example of a page produced using the graphics output by our R package and included in a report with LaTeX.

Data Processing

Clinical trial data are received by SDAC from the trial sponsor and other entities. Traditionally, SDAC has received data in the form of SAS datasets. First, SAS and R are used to investigate data consistency and to create analysis datasets. SDAC has developed a SAS macro, called IMPACT2, that takes as input an analysis dataset, and outputs a text file of summary statistics and variable documentation.

The SPLOTS Package

SPLOTS (Simple PLOTTing System) is an R package developed by SDAC to produce high-quality graphics for inclusion in clinical trial reports. Initially, SPLOTS was designed to mimic the results of a previous package we developed using S-Plus; SPLOTS has significantly expanded and improved upon our original effort.

Role of SPLOTS

Once data processing is complete, SPLOTS is used to produce "pages" of graphical output.

- SPLOTS uses the IMPACT2 output as its input.
- The output graphics are included by LaTeX in a page, complete with titles, captions, and cross-references.

Example of a SPLOTS Call

Since the concept of a "page" is central to how SDAC uses the SPLOTS package, it was designed so that a single function call could produce multiple plots to be included on a single report page. Here is a typical SPLOTS function call, which produced the page to the left:

```r
splots(var = list("AGE", "SEX", "DCLASS"),
      horz = list(FALSE, FALSE, TRUE),
      ylab = list("Age in Years", NULL, NULL),
      ttl = "Baseline Characteristics by Treatment",
      type = list(NULL, NULL, "fah")
)
```

Appropriate graphics for the variables AGE, SEX, and DCLASS will be produced based on the class of each variable. There are dozens of parameters available to users of the SPLOTS package that can control almost every aspect of the plots produced.

Types of Graphics

SPLOTS is used to create most graphics in our interim monitoring reports. Some of the plot types that can be produced include:

- Box Plots
- Bar Graphs
- Accurval Graphics
- Kaplan-Meier Curves
- Stacked Bar/Stacked Area Graphs

In addition to the output graphics, a backup table is produced for each type of plot. These backup tables are aggregated and included in the appendix of each report. The page numbers on the plots and backup tables are automatically cross-referenced by the report generating software.
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